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Bom jogo pra passar o tempo!. No. just no.. For an Early Access game, Doorways seems to be done very well. I can't wait for
them to release the other acts to follow after this one of course. It's more of a psychological horror because it puts things in
places that aren't really there as per typical psychological horror games. The lighting plays a big part in this game and seems to
be done very well in using it.. I really liked the first two parts in the Doorways series and this one is no exception. Some say the
in-game graphics look a bit dated, but they sure do trick for me. Personally, I think it's an amazing art style throughout the
whole series. It's pretty disturbing and so are the background stories and the creepy sounds you'll hear from time to time when
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discovering new areas. This one tops it on all levels. One downside of the previous two parts was that the puzzles were a bit too
easy. This one delivers more. Especially in the part called 'The Mansion' which is also amazingly beautiful. I do wonder about
the mental state of the developers though. the last part is.. headache/10. Just ran into this and bought without much think.
Thoroughly enjoying it. Has a strange old school charm about it with an environment unique unto itself. Sufficiently creepy.
Having a real damn good time. I'd recommend this in a second. Not a lot of fantastic games being made these days. Go for it..
got it for free .creepy.. The last chapter from the previous 2 games, this is more disturbing and has more difficult puzzles than
the previous 2 games. Involving jumpscares as well, but I noticed it also lack the same feeling from Underworld where you
would feel at any moment you would get chased by a creature. But still, there are still some chase scenes and the disturbance
throughout the game really makes it even more horrifying. It also really goes from what the title of this game is saying too.

First 2017 Update from Saibot Studios! : Hello everybody! How have you been? We have the first update for 2017 at Saibot
Studios :) Check it out from our Facebook clicking the image below: Take care! The team at Saibot Studios. v1.0 is OUT! -
Including The Temple and MORE! : The Final Chapter of Doorways is NOW Available on Steam and 25% OFF! With a 360
Video Trailer: Also a Demo has been released for newcomers! And if you haven't played the previous chapters yet, they're ALL
on sale: Doorways: Prelude (50% OFF): Doorways: The Underworld (35% OFF): Doorways: All Chapters Collection (All
Discounts + 25% OFF): Thank you once again for your support and hope you like what we've done! The team at Saibot Studios.
Saibot Studios Video Update - November, 2015 : IN ENGLISH Hello everybody, we want to share you some news about the
game status. The video is in our language (Spanish) but we added the respective English subtitles just for you.. The Temple
Sounds Terrifying! : Hello! We're only two weeks from the final release (August 10th), and we want to share with you some
new material :) We already show you how some parts inside the Temple look like, so now we'll make you listen how is it going
to sound like! Everything is the work of our talented music and sound fx composer David Levill [soundcloud.com] , who have
been working in Doorways since the very first game :) After the sound effects, you'll be listening to the official music from the
menu: CHECK THE SOUNDS AND MUSIC HERE! [soundcloud.com] The team at Saibot Studios. Final Release Date
Confirmed & The Temple's First Screenshots! : Hello everybody! Hope you've been doing great all this time. We've been very
busy and a bit complicated lately, but loosing no time :) First of all, we have the release date confirmed for the final version of
Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh, which will include the third and final Act "The Temple" It will be available outside Early
Access on August 10th (Wednesday).. Build Update v0.4.2 - Steam Achievements! : Hello everyboby! Hope you're doing great!
We've just did another quick update: Achievements unlocked! This was very requested by you guys, hope you like them :) You
don't need to play everything again to get the achievements. Next time you play the game, it will automatically check your
current status and give you the achievements you should have to that point.. HELLBOUND : The wait is over! We present to
you our new creation.
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